SRLC – Mathematics Meeting 8th August 2011

Meet and Greet/Sign on
Welcome to country – Toni Bryant
Kelly Roulstone – thank you to last meeting presenters, introductions of participants and outline of agenda

The SRLC launch – Mark McCarthy –

- 4 year project launched on 2nd of August
- 19 schools and principals on board
- An agreement on policies across the 19 schools, including sharing expertises and resources

Maths Syllabus
- Australian Curriculum
- E-mail sent from John Hambly– opportunity to examine draft national curriculum
- Opportunity to share experiences and solutions with the implementation of the Australian Curriculum through the SRLC
- Summary sheets of the new Curriculum provided
- Website for SRLC provides resources, policies and contacts
- Targets for the SRLC to prioritise across the 19 schools

Study Ladder – Corrine Wright-Smith –

- Culburra Public School moved from Smart Kiddies to Study Ladder most staff use the Mathematics component
- Provides interactive whiteboard activities, video demonstrations, printable worksheets and assessment tasks in all strands of Mathematics for all levels
- Demonstration of how to set up a class account
- Assessments are a useful resource – Kelly – the students can complete online assessments which the computer marks and the teacher can view a summary of the class results
- Includes Mathematics dictionary
- No advertising on the site and free for now
- NAPLAN style questions provided
- Literacy activities in all areas – overview of comprehension activities
- Science, Music, Health, Language and Art activities
- Over view of ‘deep space sparkle’ useful website for art activities

Kelly Roulstone – overview of video tutorials on Study Ladder

Kelly Roulstone – Evaluation forms and thankyou for attendance